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INDIAN SCHOOL MUSCAT 
SENIOR SECTION 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 

CLASS X 
      MRS PACKLETIDE’S TIGER 
 

THEME 
The story lays bare the hollowness and shallowness of the so-called sophisticated elite of the society 
who go about pursuing hazardous activities not to taste personal thrill and excitement but to impress 
people around. Having a weakness for publicity, they pose to expose themselves to risk and danger but 
in reality they use money-power to ensure their safety and comfort while getting their false brave 
images built. 

MESSAGE 
 

The story conveys the message that those who consider themselves  smart  enough to outshine others often get 

outsmarted themselves. The actions of these manipulative people can  backfire and recoil on them . Thus before 

targeting anyone, one must not forget that even a biter can be bitten. 

OXYMORON 

An Oxymoron is a figure of speech where two contradictory  words or ideas are put together . It is used to draw 

attention to apparent contradiction. Its usage gives a smoothness and crispness to the style of writing. 

e.g. elaborate carelessness (of the villagers) 

venerable herd-robber (the old tiger) 

immeasurably nearer (lunch planned in Loona Bimberton‟s  honour) 

disagreeably pleasant laugh (Miss Mebbin‟s) 

 

I  Read the following extracts and answer the given questions. 

1. “In a world that is supposed to be chiefly swayed by hunger and by love, Mrs. Packletide was an 

exception; her movements and motives were largely governed by the dislike of Loona Bimberton.” 

a) What does the author mean by, „the world swayed by hunger and love‟? 

b) How was Mrs. Packletide an exception? 

c) How did „dislike of Loona Bimberton‟ affect Mrs. Packletide‟s  life? 

 

         2.      “The incidental expenses are so heavy,” she confides to inquiring friends. 

a).What inquiry did the friends make? 

b).How did Mrs. Packletide satisfy her friends? 

c).What „incidental expenses‟ did Mrs. Packletide‟s  big game shooting  incure? 

 

       3. “The luncheon party she declined; there are limits beyond which repressed emotions  

             become  dangerous.” 

                    a). Which “luncheon-party” is being referred to? Who declined this party? 

                   b). Why did she decline the invitation?  

                   c). Explain : „there are limits beyond which repressed emotions become dangerous‟. 

II. Short answer Questions (30-40 words) 

       1. Why did Mrs. Packletide want to kill a tiger? [C.B.S.E.2014] 

       2. Why was the tiger called „herd-robber‟ and „venerable‟? 

       3. Why did the dying of the tiger due to heart attack remain a secret? 
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       4. What did the villagers do to help Mrs. Packletide realize her ambition to kill a tiger? [C.B.S.E.2016] 

       5. Why does Mrs. Packletide decide to give a party in Loona Bimberton‟s honour? [C.B.S.E.2015] 

 

III. Long Answer Question (80-100 words) 

Why was Mrs. Packletide‟s tiger hunt not thrilling and adventurous? What precautions did Mrs. Packletide take to 

hunt the tiger without risking her life?  

 

IV. Value based Question (100-150 words) 

A satire aims at alleviation of follies through their humorous exposure. Do you think the writer is trying to satirize 

the main characters? Pick out instances from the story to support your view.    

 

 


